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Plant viruses are disseminated by either vertical (vegeta-
tive multiplication or sexual reproduction) or horizontal 
(vector-mediated) propagation. Plant pararetroviruses—
members of the Caulimoviridae family—have developed an 
alternative strategy for vertical propagation via integration 
within the host plant genome, although integration is not 
required for viral replication. Integrated endogenous 
pararetrovirus (EPRV) sequences have undergone exten-
sive viral genome rearrangements and contain more than 
one copy of the viral genome. Furthermore, EPRV can be-
come infectious upon spontaneous escape of active virus fol-
lowing stresses such as wounding, tissue culture, or interspe-
cific crosses. Such infectious EPRV are of great importance, 
not only in terms of their ability to precipitate epidemic 
outbreaks but also because of their effect on breeding of 
numerous plant genomes in temperate and tropical crops. 
This is especially true for banana, a crop susceptible to ba-
nana streak viruses, the causative agents of banana streak 
disease. Thus, the classical three-component banana–Ba-
nana streak virus (BSV)–mealybug pathosystem can be 
expanded to include endogenous BSV as an alternative 
source of active virions. The BSV-banana pathosystem is 
one of only three pathosystems known to date to harbor 
this remarkable feature, and the present review focuses ex-
clusively on it to illustrate this four-partner interaction. 

Until fairly recently, one of the basic tenets of virology was 
that plant viruses, unlike animal and bacterial viruses, did not 
integrate into the host genome. Observations over the past dec-
ade have broken this tenet, and an increasing number of inte-
grated plant viral sequences have now been found in plant 
genomes (Harper et al. 2002; Hull et al. 2000; Hohn et al. 
2008). Indeed, sequences derived from both groups of plant 
DNA viruses—the single-stranded DNA geminiviruses (Ashby 
et al. 1997; Bejarano et al. 1996; Kenton et al. 1995) and the 
double-stranded DNA pararetroviruses (Budiman et al. 2000; 
Gambley et al. 2008; Gayral et al. 2008; Harper et al. 1999, 
2002; Jakowitsch et al. 1999; Lockhart et al. 2000; Mao et al. 
2000; Ndowora et al. 1999; Pahalawatta et al. 2008; Staginnus 
and Richert-Poggeler 2006;)—have been found inserted into 
plant chromosomes. Integration of viral sequences has appar-
ently occurred by illegitimate recombination (Jakowitsch et al. 
1999) because the viruses involved do not encode an integrase 
function and do not require integration into the host genome as 

part of their replication cycle. Like retroviruses, pararetrovi-
ruses use a reverse transcriptase for their replication. Pararetro-
viruses integrated into the host genome are referred to as en-
dogenous pararetroviruses (EPRV) (Mette et al. 2002; Staginnus 
et al. 2009). 

Plant pararetroviruses compose only one family, the Cauli-
moviridae, which contains six genera (Caulimovirus, Soymovi-
rus, Cavemovirus, Petuvirus, Badnavirus, and Tungrovirus) 
(Fauquet et al. 2005; Hull 2001, 2002). To date, viruses from 
five of the six genera of this family (the exception being genus 
Soymovirus) have been reported to have integrants in plant ge-
nomes. Integrants identified to date include Banana streak 
virus (BSV) in Musa spp. (Gayral et al. 2008; Geering et al. 
2001, 2005; Harper et al. 1999, 2005; Ndowora et al. 1999), 
Petunia vein-clearing virus (PVCV) in petunia (Harper. et al. 
2003; Noreen et al. 2007; Richert-Poggeler and Shepherd 
1997; Richert-Poggeler et al. 2003), Tobacco vein-clearing 
virus (TVCV) in tobacco (Gregor et al. 2004; Jakowitsch et al. 
1999; Lockhart et al. 2000), Rice tungro bacilliform virus 
(RTBV) in rice (Kunii et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2009), TVCV-like 
virus in tomato (Staginnus et al. 2007), pararetrovirus-like se-
quences in potato (Hansen et al. 2005), Pineapple bacilliform 
virus (PBV) in pineapple (Gambley et al. 2008), and Dahlia 
mosaic caulimovirus (DMV) in dahlia (Pahalawatta et al. 
2008) genomes. The description of several other integrations 
in various plant species, such as passion fruit, citrus, and so 
on, is in progress (P.-Y. Teycheney et al. unpublished data). 

However, with the exception of a few examples, such PVCV 
(Richert-Poggeler et al. 2003), TVCV (Lockhart et al. 2000), 
and distinct BSV species (Banana streak OL virus [BSOLV], 
Banana streak Imové virus [BSImV], and Banana streak GF 
virus [BSGFV]) (Gayral et al. 2008; Harper and Hull 1998; 
Harper et al. 2002; Ndowora et al. 1999; Safar et al. 2004), 
most reported plant EPRV are defective and cannot trigger virus 
infection. 

The role of EPRV in plant–virus interactions is not yet fully 
understood. Current information suggests that EPRV are not 
always neutral components of plant genomes but can poten-
tially contribute to either pathogenicity or virus resistance in 
the host. Indeed, Mette and associates (2002) and Noreen and 
associates (2007) provided the first evidence to support the 
view that EPRV could have beneficial effects for their hosts by 
providing virus resistance via homology-dependent transcrip-
tional or posttranscriptional gene silencing. 

Under different conditions or in other genome constitutions, 
these integrated viral sequences can be reactivated in response 
to abiotic or genomic stresses. Circular viral genome copies are 
probably formed by transcription of a more-than-genome-length 
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copy from tandemly arranged integrants (Richert-Poggeler et al. 
2003) or by excision following recombination from fragmented 
integrants (Ndowora et al. 1999) (discussed below), which 
leads to the assembly of virus particles and symptoms of viral 
infection. Interspecific genetic crosses and in vitro propagation 
can induce EPRV activation, which has been shown to be eco-
nomically detrimental in banana breeding (Dallot et al. 2001; 
Lheureux et al. 2003; Ndowora et al. 1999). 

This review will focus on describing an inventory of knowl-
edge of this novel and peculiar BSV–banana pathosystem. 

Banana streak disease: a classic  
triangular pathogenic interaction. 

Banana (Musa spp.) encompasses a wide range of dessert 
cultivars as well as cooking cultivars such as plantains. Banana 
fruit are the fourth most important food commodity in the 
world and represent a staple food for millions of people in de-
veloping countries as well as an important cash crop for many 
developing countries in South America, Southeast Asia, and 
Africa (Heslop-Harrison and Schwarzacher 2007). The majority 
of cultivated banana lines originated mainly from inter- and 
intraspecific crosses between the two wild species Musa acu-
minata (AA genome) and M. balbisiana (BB genome) 
(Simmonds and Shepherd 1955). A series of diploid, triploid, 
and tetraploid hybrid genomes (AA, AB, AAA, AAB, ABB, 
AABB, AAAB, and ABBB) resulting from such crosses are 
used in three types of food: as dessert banana fruit, in cooking 
(including plantains), and as beverages (beers). Wild M. bal-
bisiana is endemic to drier areas of Southeast Asia (De Langhe 
et al. 2009; Perrier et al. 2009; Simmonds 1962), is extremely 
robust and fast growing, and is described as a source of resis-
tance to various biotic and abiotic stresses (Bakry et al. 2009). 
In addition, the B genome constitutes the genome of many im-
portant cultivars; for example, the plantain subgroup—a staple 
food for millions of people in West and Central Africa and 
Latin America–Caribbean regions (De Langhe et al. 2009; 
Jones 2000; Perrier et al. 2009; Simmonds 1962). Thus, the 
use of the B genome in crop improvement seems logical and 
essential to produce high-yielding, disease-resistant cultivars. 

An important factor limiting banana production is the preva-
lence of pests and diseases. Banana streak disease, first re-
ported in Ivory Coast in 1966 (Lassoudière 1974; Yot-Dauthy 
and Bové 1966), is caused by a complex of BSV (Gayral and 
Iskra-Caruana 2009; Geering et al. 2000; Harper et al. 2005). 
All BSV are transmitted in a semipersistent manner by at least 
one of three species of mealybug, of which Planococcus citri 
is the most prevalent (Kubiriba et al. 2001; Lheureux 2002; 
Lockhart and Jones 2000; Meyer et al. 2008). A schematic rep-
resentation of the triangular pathogenic BSV–banana–mealybug 
interaction is illustrated in Figure 1A. Propagation of the 
disease is known to be slow and easy to control. Field obser-
vations suggest that natural dissemination of BSV by mealy-
bugs is limited and does not play a major role in epidemiology. 
The most significant transmission is likely to occur through 
vegetative propagation by exchanges of suckers and plantlets 
(Lockhart and Jones 2000). BSV infections cause characteris-
tic discontinuous chlorotic areas turning into necrotic streaks 
on leaves, and a split pseudostem (Fig. 1A); a severe form de-
velops heart rot of the pseudostem, which eventually leads to 
death of the plants (Lockhart and Jones 2000). However, a 
broad range of symptom expression, including symptomless 
plants, is reported depending upon several factors, including 
virus species, host genotype, level of management, and envi-
ronmental conditions such as temperature and water stress 
(Dahal et al. 1998b; Gauhl and Pasberg-Gauhl 1995; Lockhart 
and Jones 2000; Lockhart 1986), making diagnosis of the dis-
ease difficult. Finally, various estimates of yield loss due to 

BSV infection ranging from 6 to 90% are described in the lit-
erature (Dahal et al. 2000; Daniells et al. 2001; Lassoudière 
1974). Today, epidemics are restricted to Africa, mainly Uganda 
and Nigeria (Kubiriba et al. 2001; Harper et al. 2004, 2005). 

BSV. 
BSV are nonenveloped plant pararetroviruses belonging to 

the genus Badnavirus within the family Caulimoviridae 
(Fauquet et al. 2005; Lockhart 1986). They have bacilliform-
shaped virions (Fig. 1A), 30 by 150 nm in size, and a double-
stranded, noncovalently linked circular DNA genome of 7.4 
kb, which is replicated by reverse transcription. Their genomes 
contain three open reading frames (ORF) on one strand. ORF I 
and II potentially encode two small proteins of unknown func-
tion of 20.8 and 14.5 kDa, respectively. ORF III encodes a 
polyprotein of 208 kDa consisting of a putative cell-to-cell 
movement protein, the coat protein, an aspartic protease, and 
the viral replicase, which has reverse transcriptase (RT) and 
ribonuclease H (RNase H) functions (Harper and Hull 1998). 
This latter polyprotein is thought to be post-translationally 
cleaved into functional units by the aspartic protease. BSV 
have a wide serological and molecular variability. Indeed, BSV 
is considered to be the generic name of several distinct virus 
species, with similar biological properties, all infecting banana. 
Studies of partial sequences of BSV collected in Uganda and 
Mauritius (Geering et al. 2005; Harper et al. 2004; Jaufeerally-
Fakim et al. 2006) revealed great genetic diversity, with up to 
30% nucleotide divergence among BSV isolates infecting the 
same Musa host plant. According to the International Commit-
tee on Taxonomy of Viruses, Badnavirus spp. are defined 
when viruses differ in their nucleotide sequence by more than 
20% in the polymerase (RT + RNAse H) region (Fauquet et al. 
2005). Phylogenetic analyses of Badnavirus species, including 
BSV sequences belonging to either episomal viruses or endoge-
nous viral sequences, confirmed the polyphyletic organization 
of BSV sequences into three distinct groups (Gayral and Iskra-
Caruana 2009) as previously described by Harper and 
associates (2005). Several viral sequences from BSV isolates 
found among groups 2 and 3 were closely related to viruses 
that do not naturally infect banana, such as Sugarcane 
bacilliform Mor virus, Commelina yellow mosaic virus, Cacao 
swollen shoot virus, and Citrus mosaic badna virus, with 
viruses more distantly related to known BSV isolates (e.g., 
BSOLV, BSImV, BSGFV, Banana streak Cav virus, Banana 
streak acuminata VN virus, and Banana streak Mys virus 
forming group 1 and infecting banana). Thus, the information 
now available on BSV genetics indicates that a revision of 
current Badnavirus taxonomy is required (Gayral and Iskra-
Caruana 2009). 

Discovery of endogenous BSV. 
Although epidemics are restricted to east-African countries 

and Nigeria, the last 20 years have seen BSV become one of 
the most widely distributed viruses of banana (Fargette et al. 
2006; Lockhart and Jones 2000). However, BSV was not con-
sidered a serious threat until recently, when numerous sponta-
neous outbreaks of the disease occurred among micropropa-
gated interspecific Musa hybrids and promising banana breeding 
lines in all banana-producing areas with no external viral 
source as the origin. The use of molecular BSV detection tools 
such as direct polymerase chain reaction (PCR) indicated the 
widespread presence of viral sequences in Musa plants 
(LaFleur et al. 1996); however, disease symptoms or viral par-
ticles were not systematically associated. The origin of these 
field outbreaks was correlated with the presence of infectious 
endogenous BSV (eBSV) sequences present within the M. bal-
bisiana genome (Côte et al. 2010; Dallot et al. 2001; Harper et 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the two means of Banana streak virus (BSV) spread through either A, a classic triangular interaction or B, an unusual 
quartet interaction. A, In the classic triangular interaction, BSVs are vector transmitted (mealybugs) from infected plant (primary inoculum source) to virus-
free plants, which then become infected and available (secondary inoculum source) to spread disease. BSV infections cause characteristic discontinuous 
chlorotic areas turning into necrotic streaks on leaves, and a split pseudostem. BSV has bacilliform-shaped virions. BSV spread is illustrated for three kinds 
of virus-free plants with different genotypes: a plant without endogenous (e)BSV (AAAA genome); an interspecific hybrid plant (AAB) harboring inducible
infectious eBSV (only one copy of the B genome), and a wild Musa balbisiana diploid plant (Pisang Klutuk Wulung [PKW]), which is a carrier of infectious 
eBSV. Disease development occurs in both plants without (w/o) eBSV and interspecific hybrid plants harboring eBSV. Those plants then become virus 
reservoirs for further horizontal or vector transmission. In contrast, BSV infection never occurs in PKW via vector transmission; PKW appears resistant to 
BSV. The mechanism underlying this resistance is still unknown. B, In the unusual quartet BSV interaction, primary infection is due to BSV arising from
within via eBSV. Of the three plant genotypes described in A, only two harbor eBSV. Following stress triggering eBSV expression, only interspecific hybrid 
plants are able to be infected. The mechanism underlying the transformation from integrated form to episomal viral genome is still uncharacterized in the 
case of BSV, although homologous recombination is strongly suspected. This hybrid then becomes a reservoir for further horizontal or vector transmission,
as described in A. The diploid BB plant PKW, which harbors the same infectious integrations as hybrid plants but at a mono- or di-allelic level, presents a 
natural resistance to this internal activation. Here again, the mechanism underlying this resistance is still unclear, although virus resistance could occur, as in 
petunia and tobacco (Mette et al. 2002; Noreen et al. 2007), via homology-dependent transcriptional or posttranscriptional gene silencing. 
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al. 1999; Ndowora et al. 1999; Lheureux et al. 2003). Different 
abiotic stresses have been identified that trigger the production 
of viruses from infectious eBSV: temperature differences, 
water stress, in vitro culture, and interspecific crosses (Côte et 
al. 2010; Dahal et al. 1998b, 2000; Dallot et al. 2001; 
Lheureux et al. 2003) (Fig. 1B). Indeed, extensive studies on 
micropropagation procedures have clearly shown that the pro-
liferation stage was a major determinant in the spontaneous 
appearance of viral particles BSV in interspecific Musa culti-
vars, regardless of the nature of the hybrids used (e.g., whether 
synthetic [AAAB and AAB] or natural, such as plantains 
[AAB]) (Côte et al. 2010; Dallot et al. 2001). This indicates 
that such activation is a general phenomenon. Nevertheless, lit-
tle is known about the exact mechanisms underlying the ex-
pression of functional viral genomes from eBSV. 

The second context involved in triggering virus production 
from infectious eBSV is genetic hybridization (Lheureux et al. 
2003). A surprisingly high incidence of BSV was recorded 
among an F1 triploid (AAB) population obtained from interspe-
cific hybridization between episomal virus-free diploid M. bal-
bisiana (BB) and tetraploid M. acuminata (AAAA) parents, 
without there being any possibility of contamination. BSV infec-
tion regularly appears in one-half of the F1 progeny, indicating 
that genetic mechanisms are involved. This was characterized as 
a monogenic allelic system depending on a genetic factor called 
BEL for BSV Expressed Locus (Lheureux et al. 2003) confer-
ring the role of carrier on the M. balbisiana diploid parent. Fur-
ther studies revealed that at least one other factor (i.e., the ploidy 
of the B genome in Musa genotypes) is involved in BSV expres-
sion. Interestingly, and surprisingly, diploid M. balbisiana such 
as Pisang Klutuk Wulung (PKW) and Pisang Batu used as 

female parents harbor infectious eBSV but are nevertheless re-
sistant to BSV (both episomal and integrated forms). 

These results have profound implications for the manage-
ment of eBSV in interspecific Musa cultivars. So far, it has not 
been possible to identify which banana plants harboring inte-
grated BSV sequences will release virions when submitted to a 
stress. However, it is now obvious that outbreaks of the disease 
and BSV epidemics arise as a consequence of both the activa-
tion of eBSV as well as mealybug spread of exogenous forms 
of the virus. Today, banana streak disease due to eBSV is an 
important constraint to banana germplasm movement, genetic 
improvement efforts, and mass propagation. 

Banana streak disease—a remarkable  
pathogenic quartet interaction. 

In light of the observations and results described above, the 
banana–BSV–mealybug pathosystem can, in fact, be viewed as 
a quartet involving eBSV as an alternative partner to release 
virions (Fig. 1B). 

The genome of M. balbisiana contains eBSV of several spe-
cies, and three natural widespread species have so far been 
identified as infectious: BSOLV, BSImV, and BSGFV (Gayral 
et al. 2008Geering et al. 2005; Harper et al. 1999; Iskra-Caruana 
et al. 2003; Ndowora et al. 1999). Although infectious, their 
presence alone is not enough to induce infection (Gayral et al. 
2008). Indeed, it appears that other levels of regulation 
(probably genetic; described in the section on eBSV discov-
ery) are required to release a virus particle from its integrated 
counterpart. These different eBSV could be activated in the 
same banana plant regardless of the stress applied (Côte et al. 
2010; Lheureux et al. 2003). 

 

Fig. 2. Activation patterns of infectious endogenous Banana streak virus (eBSV) in two natural banana cultivars (Kelong Mekintu and Penkelon) and a 
synthetic banana hybrid (CRBP39). Curves represent the percentage of shoots infected with Banana streak OL virus (BSOLV) in Kelong Mekintu ( ), in 
Penkelon (AAB) ( ), and in CRBP 39 ( ) and the percentage of shoots infected with Banana streak GF virus (BSGFV) in CRBP 39 ( on dotted line). 
Numbers I, II, and III represent the three distinct phases of eBSV activation. 
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Dallot and associates (2001) demonstrated that shoot tip 
micropropagation during in vitro culture triggers the expres-
sion of infectious eBSOLV in the synthetic tetraploid inter-
specific hybrid cv. FHIA21 (AAAB), and Côte and associ-
ates (2010) showed that the same was true for eBSOLV and 
eBSGFV in cv. CRBP39, another synthetic tetraploid inter-
specific hybrid (AAAB), as well as in cvs. Kelong Mekintu 
and Black Penkelon, two natural triploid plantains (AAB). 
During such in vitro culture experiments, the percentage of 
infected plantlets was recorded. Similar curves of infected 
plantlets were observed for all cultivars studied (Fig. 2). 
Three distinct phases were observed: i) a strong increase dur-
ing the initial subculture, ii) a slower increase until the high-
est percentage of infected plants was reached and immedi-
ately afterward, and iii) a decrease that could go down to 
zero according to the cultivar studied. The maximum per-
centages of infected plantlets ranged from 5 to 20%, depend-
ing on the cultivar and eBSV analyzed, but values were con-
sistently below 30%. The resulting curve could arise from the 
conjunction of three distinct biological phenomena: i) the 
activation of infectious eBSV, leading to a consequent increase 
in the number of BSV-infected plants; ii) a concomitant de-
crease in the episomal particle titer in neoformed plantlets 
due to cell multiplication outcompeting virus replication; and 
iii) activation of infectious eBSV in a limited number of cells 
that did not occur throughout the entire shoot tip (Côte et al. 
2010). 

Among the various cultivars tested, cv. CRBP39 was the 
only one to display activation patterns of both infectious 
eBSOLV and eBSGFV. This could result from differences in 
the regulation of eBSGFV expression because all cultivars 
tested harbored the same pattern of integration (i.e., same inte-
gration loci in the Musa genome and the same eBSV molecu-
lar structure) (Côte et al. 2010). Infectious eBSOLV and 
eBSGFV also displayed different maximum activation levels 
in cv. CRBP39, indicating that the activated cells could ex-
press BSOLV, BSGFV, or both BSOLV and BSGFV, and that 
independent regulation of expression of each infectious eBSV 
exists in cv. CRBP39. All these results indicate that the activa-
tion potential for a given infectious eBSV differs between cul-
tivars and between various infectious eBSV within given inter-
specific Musa genotypes. 

In parallel, the genomic structure of eBSV in banana was 
investigated in the wild diploid M. balbisiana PKW (BB). A 
bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library was constructed 
(Safar et al. 2004) and explored for the pattern of integration 
of eBSV by testing with different sets of viral probes individu-
ally representing the complete genomes of BSOLV, BSGFV, 
and BSImV. A very small number of hits were recorded for 
each BSV species. The BAC identified differed from one BSV 
species to another, indicating independent low-copy integra-
tion. BSV-positive BAC clones were characterized by restric-
tion fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) fingerprinting ap-
proaches. To date, we have demonstrated that PKW harbors at 
least five different BSV integrants: two corresponding to 
BSOLV, two to BSGFV, and one to BSImV (F. C. Baurens, M. 
Chabannes, S. Bocs, V. Barbe, P. Gayral, P. O. Debroy, A. 
D’Hont, and M.-L. Iskra-Caruana, unpublished data). One 
BAC clone for each integrant has been sequenced and fully 
annotated. All integrants—for example, eBSGFV (named 
eBSGFV-7 and eBSGFV-9), eBSImV, and eBSOLV (named 
eBSOLV-1 and eBSOLV-2)—have been fully characterized 
(Gayral et al. 2008, 2010). In all cases, the integrants are much 
longer than a single BSV genome (7.26 kb): 13.28 and 15.58 
kb for eBSGFV, 15.8 kb for eBSImV, and 22.9 kb and 23.2 kb 
for eBSOLV. All exhibit a more or less complex rearrangement 
of viral sequences, with most viral regions being duplicated 

and, therefore, present in several copies within each eBSV, 
either in the same or opposite orientation with respect to the 
organization of the episomal BSV genome. For the sake of 
simplicity, we will focus mainly on BSGFV integrations. Both 
eBSGFVs comprised six juxtaposed viral fragments (Fig. 3). 
These six fragments are closely related to each other because 
they share five common regions (I to IV and VI) (Fig. 3) with 
99.8% nucleotide sequence identity; eBSGFV-9 carries an addi-
tional segment on fragment V. They share a very high degree 
of similarity (99.3% identity on average) with episomal 
BSGFV particles. Moreover, eBSGFV-9 has accumulated 35 
more mutations than eBSGFV-7, 3 of them leading to null 
mutations, which is discriminating in terms of virus genome 
functionality (Gayral et al. 2008). eBSImV appeared less rear-
ranged and complex than eBSGFV and eBSOLV (F. C. 
Baurens, M. Chabannes, S. Bocs, V. Barbe, P. Gayral, P. O. 
Debroy, A. D’Hont, and M.-L. Iskra-Caruana, unpublished 
data), despite being composed of five fragments (Gayral et al. 
2010). Fragments I and II are very short (30 and 27 nucleo-
tides), while fragment III (13.7 kbp) contains 170% of the 
BSImV genome integrated in one direction. 

Although the viral genome appears fragmented, inverted, 
and partially repeated in each eBSV, surprisingly, at least one 
integrant for each BSV species contains the full-length ge-
nome of BSV at least once (Gayral et al. 2008) (F. C. Baurens, 
M. Chabannes, S. Bocs, V. Barbe, P. Gayral, P. O. Debroy, A. 
D’Hont, and M.-L. Iskra-Caruana, unpublished data). 

Overall, a high degree of sequence conservation between the 
integrated and episomal form of the virus can be observed, 
suggesting either a recent integration event or the recent emer-
gence of these BSV species. Genotyping molecular markers 
(PCR and PCR-RFLP) were developed to distinguish both the 
two integrant types and their locus of integration in the banana 
chromosome. eBSV segregation among the AAB F1 progeny 
from the interspecific genetic cross involving PKW (BB) as 
the female parent and cv. IDN 110T (AAAA) as the male par-
ent was analyzed. Each integrated BSV species is allelic, 
which means that the integrated sequences of BSGFV, BSOLV, 
and BSImV in PKW result from a single integration event 
(Gayral et al. 2008, 2010). The integration of BSGFV and 
BSOLV appears di-allelic, whereas that of BSImV is monoal-
lelic. Finally, in the case of BSGFV, Gayral and associates 
(2008) have demonstrated that only one allele (eBSGFV-7) is 
infectious. 

Taking all the available results together, including activation 
in in vitro culture and the genetic segregation of episomal vi-
ruses in the resulting progeny, provides evidence of the ge-
nomic origin of disease caused by a virus that does not require 
genomic integration to replicate. However, the mechanism that 
allows formation of a circular viral genome from its integrated 
counterpart remains unknown. Based on analysis of the 
eBSGFV structure, and because the direct transcription event 
that happens in petunia (Richert-Poggeler et al. 2003; Noreen 
et al. 2007) seems unlikely to occur in our situation, we pro-
pose a theoretical activation model (Fig. 4) based on homolo-
gous recombination (HR). This model is based on a minimum 
number of HR steps to reconstitute a full-length circular 
BSGFV genome from eBSGFV-7. In this model, a first recom-
bination, called Rec1, occurs between two 642-bp inverted 
repeats separated by 6,942 kbp (Fig. 4A). This intramolecular 
recombination results in inversion of an internal sequence and 
leads to a juxtaposition of fragments II and V (Fig. 4B). The 
intramolecular reorganization of eBSV generates a full-length 
linear BSGFV genome containing the three ORF in the same 
orientation (Fig. 4B). 

This viral genome is flanked by two 633-bp direct repeats, 
which are involved in the final HR step. HR Rec2 produces an 
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eBSV with a deletion of 7,324 bp called “modified eBSGFV-7 
locus” and, more interestingly, results in the excision (“pop-
out”) of a circular viral molecule resembling the BSGFV cir-
cular genome (Fig. 4C). 

According to this model, activation of eBSGFV-7 could be 
realized with only two steps of HR. In this scheme, only the 
two fragments II and V contributed in fine to eBSV activation. 
The in silico analysis of the completeness of the fragments in-
volved in the reconstitution of the BSGFV genome is compati-
ble with our model. Indeed, the sequence of fragments II and 
V in eBSGFV-7 is free of any mutations causing a loss of viral 
function, which is not the case for eBSGFV-9 (Fig. 3) (Gayral 
et al. 2008). This model corroborates data presented by Gayral 
and associates (2008), who showed that only the eBSGFV-7 
allele was infectious. 

Consequences of the presence of a fourth partner. 
The banana genome appears permeable to illegitimate BSV 

integrations although integration is not an essential step in the 
BSV replication cycle. To explain the presence and mainte-
nance of eBSV in banana from an evolutionary point of view, 
several hypotheses have been invoked and tested, resulting in 
evidence that the fourth partner greatly impacts both the virus 
and the host plant. 

Preliminary results have shown that eBSV are present in few 
copies per genome (Harper et al. 1999; Gayral et al. 2008, 
2010), and mainly in M. balbisiana genomes (Gayral and Iskra-
Caruana 2009). Large-scale phylogenetic studies comprising 
BSV and eBSV showed that integrations were frequent—27 
independent integrations were recorded in banana—and recent, 
with most having occurred after M. acuminata/M. balbisiana 
speciation (Gayral and Iskra-Caruana 2009), estimated at 4.6 
million years ago by Lescot and associates (2008). In contrast 

to eBSV, ePVCV and eTVCV underwent large-scale genome 
amplification, probably mediated by retro elements found near 
EPRV, and have now reached hundreds to thousands of copies 
per host genome (Gregor et al. 2004; Mette et al. 2002; Richert-
Poggeler et al. 2003; Staginnus et al. 2007). These differences 
from eBSV could result from the maintenance of ePVCV and 
eTVCV in their host genome for much longer periods of time. 
Most eBSV tend to accumulate random mutations, leading to 
defective ORF and, thus, noninfectious integrations (Gayral and 
Iskra-Caruana 2009). Although only a small fraction of eBSV 
is infectious, even this small fraction represents a significant 
partner in the banana–BSV pathosystem. 

As previously discussed, by releasing functional viral ge-
nomes from which viral multiplication and plant infection can 
arise, infectious eBSV have a real impact on the outbreak of 
banana streak disease recorded in countries or continents pre-
viously free of BSV (Dahal et al. 1998a,b; Harper et al. 2004, 
2005). Plants harboring infectious eBSV are sources of viruses 
and certainly contribute to the global biodiversity of recorded 
BSV. Therefore, the large molecular diversity reported so far 
for BSV results mainly from a mixture of episomal and inte-
grated viral sequences. The recent studies on BSV phylogeny 
conducted by Gayral and Iskra-Caruana (2009) demonstrated 
that endogenous badnavirus sequences have certainly played a 
significant role in Musa–Badnavirus parasitic interactions, be-
cause few molecular differences occurred between infectious 
eBSV and their episomal viral counterparts (Gayral et al. 2008). 
Their regular activation consequently contributes to the diversity 
and evolution of today’s episomal BSV. Thus, eBSV can be 
considered as a reservoir of BSV biodiversity in that they con-
tribute to the BSV gene pool once activated. A detailed analysis 
of the evolutionary history of infectious eBSImV and eBSGFV 
in relation to their banana host plant showed that their integra-

Fig 3. Endogenous Banana streak GF virus (eBSGFV) structures in Pisang Klutuk Wulung (adapted from Gayral et al. 2008). A, Organization (linear view) 
of the BSGFV genome (GenBank AY3509). Vertical hyphens, horizontal lines, and dotted lines indicate open reading frame (ORF)1, ORF2, and ORF3 of 
the virus, respectively. Intergenic region is shown in black. B, Structures of eBSGFV-9 (top) and eBSGFV-7 (bottom) resulting from annotated BAC clones 
MBP_94I16 and MBP_71C19, respectively. Letters a, b, and c above eBSGFV-9 represent null mutations in the viral sequence. Arrows indicate the 
orientation of fragments of the BSGFV genome integrated into the Musa genome (shown by thin horizontal lines). Different viral ORFs are indicated as in A.
Roman numerals identify the viral fragments. Numbers below indicate the position of each fragment in the BSGFV genome. 
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tion was more recent than previously thought, circa 640,000 
years ago (Gayral et al. 2010), and, in both cases, contributes 
to BSV diversity. 

The hypothesis that eBSV sequences could confer virus re-
sistance to the host plant may explain the observation that eBSV, 
and EPRV sequences in general, have been maintained in host  
genomes despite the fact that some integrants are harmful 
when activated. A low transcriptional level of EPRV, and sub-

sequent small-interfering RNA production was observed in 
petunia (Petunia hybrida) and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) 
(Noreen et al. 2007; Staginnus et al. 2007). EPRV-induced 
homology-dependent gene silencing would target counterpart 
nonintegrated viruses: PVCV (genus Petuvirus) in petunia and 
TVCV (genus Cavemovirus) in tomato. This mechanism is 
also suspected for BSV in the wild diploid M. balbisiana 
PKW, which is resistant to both activation of infectious eBSV 

 

Fig. 4. Homologous recombination (HR)-based model to explain release of a Banana streak GF virus (BSGFV) genome from its endogenous counterpart, 
eBSGFV-7. Thin vertical lines delimit internal fragments of eBSGFV (I through VI) and numbers below vertical lines (Bp) and below fragments (numbered 
1 to 7; kbp) refer to positions in the BSGFV genome (GenBank: AY493509). Thin horizontal lines represent flanking regions of eBSGFV in genomic Musa
sequences. Repeats used as templates for each HR event are indicated by gray symbols. A, Schematic representation of native eBSGFV-7. B, Theoretical 
structure of the recombined molecule of eBSGFV-7 after the first recombination event (Rec1). C, Theoretical structures of recombined molecules after the 
second recombination event (Rec2). Left panel: residual eBSGFV remaining in the Musa genome. Right panel: circular full-length viral molecule excised 
from eBSGFV-7. 
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and BSV infection (Hohn et al. 2008; Lheureux et al. 2003). 
For instance, the infectious allele eBSGFV-7 exhibits a remark-
able conservation through time and among M. balbisiana geno-
types despite its potentially deleterious effects for interspecific 
hybrids, probably in line with a function brought by this inte-
grant (Gayral et al. 2010). 

Resistance mechanisms against episomal and integrated forms 
of members of the Caulimoviridae family are seen as a counter-
adaptation of banana in response to the presence of infectious 
eBSV in the host genome. Using the same raw material, evolu-
tion has found a way to protect the host from the consequences 
of harmful integrations and from exogenous BSV, illustrating 
what François Jacob in 1977 called “evolution by molecular 
tinkering”. 
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